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The new edition of the book "Child Development & Pedagogy for CTET & STET" has been updated with
past CTET papers uptil 2016 (September). Further some past papers of various State TETs have also
been added. The book provides an exclusive treatment to the subject with special emphasis upon Child
Development, Inclusive Education, Learning and the Pedagogical Issues. The book has been divided into
10 chapters. For each chapter an exhaustive theory has been provided which covers the complete
syllabus as prescribed by the CBSE/ NCERT/ NCF 2005. This is followed by 2 set of exercises. The
exercise 1 contains a set of MCQs from the PREVIOUS YEAR Question Papers of CTET and various
STET's. The exercise 2, "TEST YOURSELF" provides carefully selected MCQs for practice. The book is a
must for all the candidates appearing in the Paper 1 and 2 of the CTET and all State TETs.
Over The Years This Book Has Earned A Name For Itself Because Of The Completeness Of Coverage And
Simplicity Of Presentation. All The Topics Have Been Dealt With In Great Detail And Depth. In The
Revised Edition, New Thoughts In The Field Of Educationa
Intended as a text for undergraduate and postgraduate courses (B.Ed./M.Ed.; B.A./M.A. Education) and
diploma level courses in Education as well as for courses in Special Education, this compre-hensive and
accessible book provides a sound base for understanding Special Children through an insightful and
incisive discussion on Special Education. The text dwells on exceptional children, or children with
special needs, who either suffer from various deficits or disabilities, or are gifted. Such children include
the mentally retarded, the visually and hearing impaired, the emotionally disturbed, those with autism,
cerebral palsy, and the deprived, as well as the gifted and the creative. This well-organized and
pedagogically rich text should be extremely useful to students as well as professionals—special
education teachers, those engaged in guidance and counselling, educational policy makers, and field
workers, who have an abiding interest in the education of exceptional children and in special education.
KEY FEATURES  Includes student-friendly features like illustrations, examples, tables, and researchbased experimental findings.  Provides a complete picture of exceptionality, from the early years of
human history to the present day.  Gives case histories to practically illustrate the subject.
LAL BAHADUR SHASTRI
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Teachers PGT Mathematics Exam Guide
Teachers PGT History Recruitment Exam Guide
dsssb
This book has been designed by combining the goodness of the original Wren & Martin text, High School
Grammar & Composition, and specialized content developed by a panel of competitive examination experts
in the area of the English language. The USP is therefore adapting a classical text to the needs of the
various admission and recruitment competitive examination aspirants. Its exhaustive coverage ensures
that virtually no competitive examination remains untouched. Students preparing for descriptive tests
such as UPSC (Compulsory English and General English Papers of Main Exams) and state PCS examinations,
Judicial Services examination, Indian Forest Service examination, Statistical Services and many other
examinations in which subjective papers/tests are mandatory will find this book immensely useful. The
book is also a boon for those students who are preparing for objective tests such as Banking and
Insurance, SSC, UPSC preliminary, Defence Services, Law entrance, Business School entrance
examinations, and many other admission and recruitment examinations. A unique feature of this book is
demonstration of the connectedness of the concepts and their applications visually, with the help of
arrows and pointers. The aspirant will also find questions from recent examinations on virtually every
page of the book. An index of examination-wise questions has been included so that the aspirant can
choose the sections according to the targeted examination and focus more. Topic-wise distribution of
questions in English examination papers - both descriptive and objective - will also help aspirants to
undertake a very well directed test-prep program using the book.
Educators play a significant role in the intellectual and social development of children and young
adults. Next-generation teachers can only be as strong as their own educational foundation which serves
to cultivate their knowledge of the learning process, uncover best practices in the field of education,
and employ leadership abilities that will inspire students of all ages. Teacher Education: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores the current state of pre-service teacher programs as
well as continuing education initiatives for in-service educators. Emphasizing the growing role of
technology in teacher skill development and training as well as key teaching methods and pedagogical
developments, this multi-volume work compiles research essential to higher education professionals and
administrators, educational software developers, and researchers studying pre-service and in-service
teacher training.
This comprehensive book is useful for DSSSB: Teachers (PGT)-Mathematics Recruitment Exam for the
purpose of Study and practice of questions based on the latest pattern of the examination. This book
included Study Material for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
English for Competitive Examinations: (Includes Descriptive and Objective Tests)
Child Development & Pedagogy for CTET & STET (Paper 1 & 2) with Past Questions 3rd Edition
KVS Primary Teachers (PRT) Recruitment Exam Guide
How to Crack Test Of Reasoning- REVISED EDITION
DSSSB Assistant Teacher (Nursery) Recruitment Exam.

dsssb Nursery TeacherHIGH DEFINITION BOOKS
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The present book has been specially published for the aspirants of Librarian Recruitment Exam conducted by the DSSSB. The book
comprises, along with the Specialised Study and Practice Material, a Solved Question Paper to make you familiar with the exam pattern, the
type of questions asked and their answers. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the Selected Questions for Better
Understanding of readers. The book contains Specialised Study and Practice Material with numerous Multiple Choice Question-Answers
on all the important subjects relevant to the exam. All the questions have been solved by respective subject-experts with due diligence. It is
believed, the book will prove very useful for study, practice and during precious moments before the exam for reference and revision. The
book is highly recommended to Sharpen your Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of numerous questions provided, and prepare
yourself to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully. While the specialised study and practice material of this book is aimed to prepare
you for Sure Success, your own intelligent study and practice combined with this will definitely Ensure you a Bright Career as Librarian.
This comprehensive book is useful for DSSSB: Teachers (PGT)-Biology Recruitment Exam for the purpose of Study and practice of
questions based on the latest pattern of the examination. This book included Study Material for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
Teachers PGT Home Science Exam Guide
DSSSB
Psychology & Education Pedagogy
DSSSB Primary Special Educator Tier 1 Exam Guide 2021
DSSSB TGT General Paper Guide: Download Free Solutions in PDF!
This comprehensive book is useful for DSSSB-Teachers (PGT)-Political Science (Part-II) Main Exam for the purpose of Study and
practice of questions based on the latest pattern of the examination. This book included Study Material for Better Understanding of
the Candidates.
This comprehensive book is specially developed for the candidates of CTET, Teachers (AT, TGT,
PGT)/J.B.T./N.T.T./B.Ed./B.El.Ed./DSSSB/Navodaya Vidyalaya/Kendriya Vidyalayas & Others Kendriya Vidyalaya & Other National
Level Schools/Colleges. We have described the qualities of the teacher in general in the proceeding text. However teaching
aptitude is much more vital than these qualities: it would be described in this book at a later stage.
Famous for the inspiring slogan, 'Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan', Lal Bahadur Shastri's prime ministership saw India ensuring respect for the
farmer and the soldier. In his brief yet eventful tenure of nineteen months, he resolved some of the most contentious problems
facing the country, by taking all segments of society along. The book takes a closer look at his pioneering efforts at ensuring selfsufficiency in foodgrains by ushering in the Green Revolution. As the inspiration behind the original 'surgical strikes', it also
highlights the laudatory manner in which Shastri motivated the soldiers to effectively respond to Pakistan's military adventurism,
by giving the green signal to the military to enter Pakistani soil. Insightful, thought-provoking, and written in a lucid style by one of
India's most respected political commentators, Lal Bahadur Shastri focuses on the leader's greatest strengths-integrity, humility,
simplicity and a self-effacing nature.
Librarian (One TIER) Exam Guide (Objective Type)
KVS PRT (E)
Primary Teacher Exam Guide
Politics and Beyond
DSSSB T.G.T. Computer Science

DSSSB/KVS/NVS Psychology & Education Pedagogy Solved Papers
The birth of a new nation is an exciting time. Mick Bond spent the years 1962-73 as a District Officer and a District Commissioner,
actively participating in the demise of the colonial regime and then as a civil servant in independent Zambia. This detailed account of
his life and work includes the daily routine of a colonial officer, his personal experiences of the 1964 Lumpa conflict and his
involvement in the elections of 1962, 1964, and 1968.
This comprehensive book is specially developed for the candidates of Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan: Primary Teachers (PRT)
Recruitment Examination. This book includes Test Paper (Solved) & Study Material for the purpose of practice of questions based on
the latest pattern of the examination. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the selected questions for Better
Understanding of the Candidates.
Teachers PGT Political Science Exam Guide
Teachers PGT Geography Exam Guide
Introduction to Psychology
dsssb Nursery Teacher
Theories of Personality
Here comes the Best Seller! Since its first edition in 2012, Fast Track Objective Arithmetic has been great architect for
building and enhancing Aptitude skills in lakhs of aspirant across the country. The first book of its kind has all the
necessary elements required to master the concepts of Arithmetic through Level Graded Exercises, namely Base Level &
Higher Skill Level. Comprehensively covering the syllabus of almost all competitive examinations like, RBI, SBI, IBPS
PO, SSC, LIC, CDS, UPSC, Management and all other Entrance Recruitment and Aptitude Test, the books has perfect
compilation of Basic Concepts & Short Tricks to solve different types of Arithmetical problems. Unlike before, this
completely revised 2018 edition promises to be more beneficial than the older ones. With up to date coverage of all exam
questions, new types of questions and tricks, the thoroughly checked error free edition will ensure Complete Command
over the subject and help you succeed in the examinations.
2020-21 NVS/KVS DSSSB SOLVED PAPERS
Reasoning enhances the logical thinking skills. It determines one’s aptitude which is why many competitive examinations
ask questions from it. Be it, banking, SSC, railway, IAS/PCS, or any other government recruitment exams, candidates
have to score better in Reasoning Test which is a hard nut to crack for many. How to Crack Test of Reasoning is a
perfect study resource to learn the problem solving skills of reasoning to make a proper preparation for the competitive
examinations. It has been revised carefully according to the latest examination pattern and is divided into key chapters of
Verbal Reasoning, Analytical Reasoning, and Non-Verbal Reasoning. It facilitates a complete coverage of the theory
followed by exercises graded into base level and expert level for self-evaluation. Each chapter covers the latest exam
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questions. Also, it carries more than 2500 objective questions as a whole to boost the preparation level. Written in an
easy to read manner and incorporated with complete study material, it is an amazing book to climb the ladder of success
in your forthcoming competitive exams. TOC Verbal Reasoning, Analytical Reasoning, Non-Verbal Reasoning
Elementary Educations
Recollections of a DO/DC 1962-73
DSSSB (Delhi Subordinate Service Selection Board) Tier I (All Posts) 2021 Exams 20 Practice Sets
Teacher Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
General Knowledge 2020

This book includes full coverage of the content of professional studies modules and goes beyond to support trainees on
placements and in their learning on the course.
"DSSSB Nursery Teacher Written Exam" has been designed to give the complete coverage of the syllabus as per the exam
pattern. The syllabus in this book is divided into 6 Units and further into chapters that help learners to understand each
concept of each subject easily. Theories and MCQs have been provided in the book is in a Chapter wise manner in which
every concept, doubt and query can be cleared simultaneously without putting any extra efforts moreover due to this
benefit candidates can do revision hand-to-hand. The level of the questions are according to the latest test pattern in this
book. Solutions provided in this book is written in a lucid form which is easy to understand by students and help them to
learn the answer writing skills.
This comprehensive book is useful for DSSSB: Teachers (PGT)-History Recruitment Exam. This book includes Study
Material & Previous Paper (Solved) for the purpose of practice of questions based on the latest pattern of the
examination. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the selected questions for Better Understanding
of the Candidates.
A Modern Approach to Logic Reasoning
Teachers PGT Biology Exam Guide
Quantitative Aptitude
EDUCATING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Teaching Aptitude & Teaching Atitude

This offline DSSSB TGT General Paper Guide for all TGT/PRT/Nursery Teachers will give you free access
to latest solved examples of GK & Hindi section based on official DSSSB TGT General syllabus to
maximize your chances in acing the DSSSB TGT exam.
This comprehensive book is useful for DSSSB-Teachers (PGT)-Home Science (Part-II) Main Exam for the
purpose of Study and practice of questions based on the latest pattern of the examination. This book
included Study Material for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
The present book is specially published for the aspirants of 'DSSSB-Primary Teacher Recruitment Exam'.
Based on the Latest Pattern of Exam, the book also comprises a Previous Year Solved Paper for aspirants
to be familiar with the exam pattern and the type of questions asked and their answers. Detailed
Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the Selected Questions for Better Understanding of
readers. The book contains ample Study and Practice Material with numerous Multiple Choice
QuestionAnswers on all the relevant subjects, important from the point of view of the exam. All the
practice questions in the book have been modelled on previous examquestions and solved by respective
subjectexperts. The book is highly recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen their Problem Solving
Skills with thorough practice of actual exam questions and hundreds of other questions provided in the
book, and prepare them to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully. While the specialised study and
practice material of this book Paves the Way for your Success, your own study and practice with it will
ensure you a Successful Career as a Teacher.
Objective Question Bank of Computer Awareness for General Competitions
From Northern Rhodesia to Zambia. Recollections of a DO/DC 1962-73
Primary Teaching
Fast Track Objective Arithmetic
Learning and Teaching in Primary Schools Today
This comprehensive book is specially published for the aspirants of 'Post Graduate Teachers
(Geography) recruitment exam' organised by Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board (DSSSB).
The book contains ample amount of Study Material and MCQs in exercises with Answers and
explanations, wherever required. The book also comprises a Solved Previous Year Paper for
aspirants to be familiar with the exam pattern and the type of questions asked, and their
answers. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the Selected Questions for
Better Understanding of readers. The book is highly recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen
their Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of actual exam-style questions and numerous
practice questions provided in the book, and prepare themselves to face the exam with
Confidence, Successfully. While the specialised study and practice material of this book Aims to
Set the Stage for your Success, your own intelligent study and practice with it will ensure you
a Great Career as a Successful Teacher. Based on the current Pattern, the book will prove very
useful for study, practice and during the precious moments before the exam.
This book is useful for Teacher (TGT, PGT/J.B.T./N.T.T./ E.T.E./B.Ed./E.El.Ed. according to New
Pattern of Examination
General Knowledge is an important section of several competitive exams. Keeping an updated
knowledge of it helps not only in exams, but at every aspects of life. General Knowledge 2020
has been revised for aspirants preparing for various upcoming exams to enhance eir general
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awareness so at ey can tackle e questions asked from numerous areas. It covers key subjects
including History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, and General
Knowledge, wi latest facts and updates supported by figures, graphics and tables. It also
provides a highly useful section on Current Affairs at e beginning which promotes factual
knowledge from recent happening occurred at different areas. Providing accurate, perfect and
complete coverage of facts, it is a complete general knowledge book, useful for e preparation of
SSC, Bank, Railway, Police, NDA/CDS and various oer competitive exams. TOC Current Affairs,
Indian History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, General Knowledge
Teaching Aptitude (With MCQ)
Dsssb
Advanced Educational Psychology - 7Th Ed
DSSSB TGT General Paper Guide Announced - Learn What it is to be a Trained Graduate Teacher!

This revision of the Schultz's popular text surveys the field, presenting theory-bytheory coverage of the major theorists who represent the psychoanalytic,
neopsychoanalytic, life-span, trait, humanistic, cognitive, behavioral, and sociallearning approaches, as well as clinical and experimental work. Where warranted, the
authors show how the development of certain theories was influenced by events in a
theorist's personal and professional life. This thoroughly revised Seventh Edition now
incorporates more examples, tables, and figures to help bring the material to life for
students. The new content in this edition reflects the dynamism in the field. The text
explores how race, gender, and culture issues figure in the study of personality and in
personality assessment. In addition, a final integrative chapter looks at the study of
personality theories and suggests conclusions that can be drawn from the many theorists'
work.
1. DSSSB Special Educator (Primary) Recruitment exam Tier 1 is a as complete study
package 2. entire syllabus has been divided into 2 sections giving the complete coverage
3. A separate section has been allotted to Current Affairs Delhi Subordinate Service
Selection Board (DSSSB) has published an employment notice to appoint candidates for
Special Education Teacher by releasing 1126 seats for this post. Introducing, the all new
edition of “DSSSB Special Educator (Primary) Recruitment exam Tier 1”, comprehended as
complete study package for the aspirants. The entire syllabus has been divided into 2
sections giving the complete coverage on all the prescribed subjects. A separate section
has been allotted to Current Affairs providing the information of the events across the
globe in a summarized way. Thorough practice done through solved paper from this book
will help you to reach a step near towards your goal. TOC Current Affairs, General
Awareness, General Intelligence and Reasoning Ability, Arithmetical and Numerical
Ability, Hindi Language and Comprehension, English Language and Comprehension, Section –
B: Teaching Methodology.
In a technology driven world, basic knowledge and awareness about computers is a must if
we wish to lead a successful personal and professional life. Today Computer Awareness is
considered as an important dimension in most of the competitive examinations like SSC,
Bank PO/Clerk & IT Officer, UPSC & other State Level PSCs, etc. Objective questions
covering Computer Awareness are asked in a number of competitive exams, so the present
book which will act as an Objective Question Bank for Computer Awareness has been
prepared keeping in mind the importance of the subject. This book has been divided into
22 chapters covering all the sections of Computer Awareness like Introduction to
Computer, Computer Organisation, Input & Output Devices, Memory, Software, MS-Office,
Database, Internet & Networking, Computer Security, Digital Electronics, etc. The
chapters in the book contain more than 75 tables which will help in better summarization
of the important information. With a collection of more than 3500 objective questions,
the content covered in the book simplifies the complexities of some of the topics so that
the non-computer students feel no difficulty while studying various concepts covered
under Computer Awareness section. This book contains the most streamlined collection of
objective questions including questions asked in competitive examinations upto 2014. As
the book thoroughly covers the Computer Awareness section asked in a number of
competitive examinations, it for sure will work as a preparation booster for various
competitive examinations like UPSC & State Level PSCs Examinations, SSC, Bank PO/Clerk &
IT Officer and other general competitive & recruitment examinations.
Data Interpretation & Data Sufficiency
SOLVED PAPERS (2020-21 NVS/KVS DSSSB)
AN INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL EDUCATION
PGT BIOLOGY
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